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Introduction 
Comprehensive external validation of the Tier 1 tools required the collection of a varied set 
of measurement data that reflect the range of substances and activities covered by the tools 
under REACh. This presentation summarises the data collection strategy, database 
structure and the methods used to generate tool estimates from the data for the external 
validation exercise. 

Methods 
Personal measurements of inhalation and dermal exposure were gathered from a variety of 
providers in the EU and US. Contextual information about the exposure situations was also 
obtained. Data collection focussed on process and substance types which were common to 
one or more Tier 1 tools- low volatility and volatile liquids, powders, metal abrasion 
processes, metal processing and wood processing. 

Three types of exposure situations were collected: those with individual measurements of 
exposure; those where measurements of exposure had been aggregated within the situation 
and those where measurements had been aggregated across grouped situations. 

The situations were coded into the tool parameters by a team of coders at the Institute of 
Occupational Medicine. To reduce between-user variability, coders received a detailed 
coding protocol and training. In addition to regular coding team meetings, results were 
checked for inconsistencies. The exposure situations and coded tool input parameters were 
entered into a database. Procedures were developed to run the tools and generate 
estimates. 

Results 
A wide range of relevant exposure situations (N=1,131) and associated measurement data 
was collected, covering a variety of substance types and industrial and downstream 
processes. A multi-functional database was developed to store the exposure situations. 

Sufficient inhalation data were collected to allow a validation of the inhalation tools to 
proceed, however dermal data were limited in quantity and varied in sampling method. A 
dermal tool validation exercise could not therefore be carried out. 

Tool estimates of exposure were generated using quality controlled methods for coding of 
input parameters and tool operation. 

Conclusions 

The final dataset allows validation of the inhalation tools across a suitable range of process 
and substance types. Sufficient dermal data for validation of the dermal tools were not 
collected. Numbers of inhalation data were limited in some categories, for example low 
volatility liquids, and the results of the validation should be considered in the light of the 
dataset limitations. 




